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Status update

- Written Java code for the client side API. Preliminary API has been chosen. Small dummy client plugins are ready.
- Reads Google calendar events using an external iCalendar parsing library. This allows us to write plug-ins for Facebook, iCal and Outlook 2007 or anything that uses iCalendar.
- Unexpected logistics failure == no real Bluetooth work.
Status update (2)

• Hardware is checked and seems to come up ok. It is ALIVE! We need a JTag middleman board which we are ordering.

• Going to change shape – not exactly spherical, now more oblique. This will correct all the ‘damage’ and ‘usability’ risks mentioned in design reviews.

• No real assumption change from before. Only 2 widgets loadable at a time and user has to recharge in ~ 24 hours for the prototypes.
Demo Scenario

- Client software reads google calendars and produces events.
- Hardware parts soldered together all power up successfully.